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GLOBAL NLP
TRAINING

As one of the leading providers of life changing,
quality NLP Training and coaching certification,
Global NLP Training is an internationally
respected school, and is therefore one of the
few schools able to provide NLP Training
worldwide. Your certification and NLP license
will be internationally valid, and because you
have trained with us, will be held to the highest
of standards.
We provide in-person training, live with trainers
present at all times, and we are completely
immersive and interactive in a small group
setting. Not only do we offer the highest levels
of skills in NLP and NLP based coaching, we also
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specialize in post-course support and resources
to ensure that your experience does not end
when your training is over. All courses in all
locations are taught in the English language.
Where Global NLP Training sets itself
apart from all other training companies is
creating a scientific foundation inside the
way we teach NLP by using the science of
Positive Psychology and Positive Educational
Psychology, while teaching a pure form of NLP,
and offering a personally and professionally
transformational course with the aim to
immediately be able to apply NLP and coaching
after the training is over.

WHAT IS NLP?
NLP is a set of tools, techniques, and both verbal and non- verbal communication patterns
derived from people who have achieved mastery in their personal and professional life.
NLP is created by a think-tank of brilliant professionals who studied initially three world
renowned psychotherapists.
A methodology was created to study outliers and brilliant high-flyers in the fields of
psychology, coaching, business leadership, sales, motivational speaking, teaching, even
sports performance and the field of the arts and entertainment. These findings, the specific
underlying strategies they all used, were included into the toolset of NLP. The international
experts in NLP, one being the founder of Global NLP Training, continued to develop
NLP over the years.

“IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO
HAVE A HAPPY CHILDHOOD.”
• TOM ROBBINS (AMERICAN NOVELIST)
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OUR COURSES
NLP PRACTITIONER,
NLP COMMUNICATION
& MOTIVATIONAL COACHING
Prerequisites: NONE
In this 7-day course you will be trained in the core skills of NLP and NLP based Motivational Coaching.
This program is also the requirement for our NLP Master Practitioner, NLP Advanced Communication.

NLP, COMMUNICATION AND
MOTIVATIONAL COACHING PROGRAM
You will learn:
• To be a powerful and
inspirational communicator
• To be highly skilled at reading
non-verbal communication
• To increase your sensory and (un)
conscious awareness
• To master your thinking and
emotional states
• To remove unnecessary fears and phobias

• To empower and motivate
• To develop strong personal and
business relationships
• To create success and achieve results
• To change unwanted behaviors
in yourself and others
• Goal setting modeled after the top 7%
of extraordinarily high achievers
• To effectively elicit information from others

As we like to be transparent about everything
we teach, you can find a detailed day-by-day
course description on our website or contact
us at info@globalnlptraining.com.
Focus on positive interventions and skillsets to facilitate positive emotions, relationships, meaning
(purpose), achievement, accomplishment, and to achieve mastery in any personal or professional field.
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CERTIFICATION
OPTIONS
There are two options to certify during this class:
1. NLP Communication (Society of NLP), and
Motivational Coach.
2. Licensed NLP Practitioner (Society of NLP),
NLP Communication (Society of NLP) and
Motivational Coach.

Amsterdam

The second option offers the same training
as the first option, as well as course materials.
However it also entails additional requirements
and standards for certification, time commitment,
and practice time. There is homework assessed
post-course by your trainers, and all class hours
and exercises are mandatory.

LOCATIONS:
AMSTERDAM, BALI,
LOS ANGELES, MIAMI
Most locations have trainings available once
or more per year. We promote trainings in
comfortable and relaxing settings to facilitate
learning, and we provide these life-changing
experiences at beaches, rice fields, UNESCO
heritage sites, and inside luxury villas, art
galleries, and beach condos.

Bali

Los Angeles

“Reflection, rest, connection, and celebration
are part of any learning process. We need to
be in a place we would want to call home,
with people from all walks of life, from around
the world, with a passion to reach their true
potential and help others to do the same.”

Miami
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NLP MASTER PRACTITIONER,
ADVANCED NLP COMMUNICATION
& LIFE COACHING
Prerequisites:
NLP Practitioner (any quality school), NLP Communication (Global NLP Training.) NLP Practitioner Students
from other schools may join after the quality of their previous program has been verified.
In this 9-day course (includes 1 day off) you will learn additional tools, techniques, and the ability
to create your own custom patterns & coaching. You will achieve mastery in NLP, and work on larger
presenting problems or challenges. We are unique in providing a full life and business coaching
toolset in teaching personality typing and emotional intelligence using NLP.
You will learn:
• NLP timeline coaching &
advanced NLP patterns
• How to deal with inner conflict and mediation
• Eliminating root cause problems
& emotional events
• Coaching for happiness & core change work
• Identifying what drives
behaviors and decisions
• Gaining clarity into the steps
leading to a larger goal

• Eliciting the step-by-step process
as to how others achieve mastery
in a certain skill or their field
• Shame, pending loss & grief
• How to start a coaching business
• Designing your own patterns &
techniques to work with any presenting
problem, in any context or niche
• Personality profiling & emotional
intelligence integrated with NLP

As we like to be transparent about everything
we teach, you can find a detailed day-by-day
course description on our website or contact
us at info@globalnlptraining.com.
For many training schools NLP Master Practitioner is a repeat of the NLP Practitioner, with different
practice exercises to gain mastery and only some new content. Global NLP Training teaches almost
entirely new content integrated with additional practice for the NLP Practitioner skillset to achieve
mastery. As we train in small groups and have very experienced expert trainers on staff, this allows for
us to teach new content and deeper more complicated patterns while upholding integrity regarding the
investment of our students.
To build rapport among all students in the class, inclusiveness and assimilation into the group is of
crucial importance to facilitate a successful learning experience and transformation. We dedicate time
in the beginning of this class to integrate new students with those who already started their class as
part of our full 16-day immersion program. We want you to feel at home.
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CERTIFICATION
OPTIONS
There are two options to certify during this class:
1. NLP Advanced Communication (Society
of NLP), Social & Emotional Intelligence
Coach, and Life Coach.
2. Licensed Master Practitioner NLP
Practitioner (Society of NLP), NLP
Advanced Communication (Society of
NLP), Social & Emotional Intelligence
Coach and Life Coach.
The second option offers the same training
as the first option, as well as course materials.
However it also entails additional requirements
and standards for certification, time commitment,
and practice time. There is homework assessed
post-course by your trainers, and all class hours
and exercises are mandatory.

Amsterdam

Bali

LOCATIONS:
AMSTERDAM, BALI,
LOS ANGELES, MIAMI
Most locations have trainings available once
or more per year. We promote trainings in
comfortable and relaxing settings to facilitate
learning, and we provide these life-changing
experiences at beaches, rice fields, UNESCO
heritage sites, and inside luxury villas, art
galleries, and beach condos.

“The brain responds to the environment we see, hear, feel,
act and think in: a place where we can flourish and thrive.
This is why we dedicate time in both our NLP Practitioner
and NLP Master Practitioner for everyone to feel part of
the process, for the opportunity to make friends for life,
and to collaborate personally and professionally after the
training ends. The class is only the beginning.”

Los Angeles

Miami
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FULL IMMERSION TRAINING
– TAKING BOTH CLASSES
NLP PRACTITIONER & NLP COMMUNICATION
CAN BE TAKEN TOGETHER WITH NLP MASTER
PRACTITIONER & NLP ADVANCED COMMUNICATION!

When taking both classes together, students
enroll in a 16-day program which is 15 days of
immersive training and one day off. This is a
combination of the same 7-day program listed
here, immediately followed by the 9-day program
listed here. This is the most popular choice and
the most effective, allowing for the greatest
benefits and most powerful results.
Our flagship program is equivalent to the
difference between learning a new language at
home for a short amount of time, versus learning
a new language in the country it is spoken for a
longer amount of time. The quality of our students’
abilities and level of transformation demonstrate
that immersion for an extended period away from
other personal and professional distractions is the
best way to learn and experience NLP.
Taking both classes at once is only for those
students truly committed to learning NLP. This
allows for a deep immersion where the connection
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between the tools of both NLP Practitioner and
NLP Master Practitioner can be more easily
integrated and understood, and a shift towards
unconscious competence can be made. We use
the science of positive psychology and (positive)
educational psychology alongside NLP to teach
our classes. This class offers the possibility for
many of our students to leverage neuroplasticity,
meaning the ability for their brain and the filter
by which they experience the world to change.
This does require students to be present and
engaged at all times, be socially active with the
other students (rather than going back to habits,
work, and distractions in the evening time), reflect
alone, engage with children, and to work on the
more profound challenges in their personal life,
in addition to trusting the process with a level of
openness from the beginning of NLP Practitioner.
At the same time in our NLP training it is not a
necessity to share everything about yourself, or
any details; we refer to many tools we teach as
“secret” interventions.

CERTIFICATION
OPTIONS
There are two options to certify during this class:
1. NLP Advanced Communication (Society
of NLP), Motivational Coach, Social &
Emotional Intelligence Coach, Life Coach
2. Licensed NLP Practitioner (Society of NLP),
licensed NLP Master Practitioner (Society
of NLP), NLP Advanced Communication
(Society of NLP), Motivational Coach, Social
& Emotional Intelligence Coach, Life Coach.
The second option offers the same training as the
first option, as well as course materials. However it
also entails additional requirements and standards
for certification, time commitment, and practice
time. There is homework assessed post-course by
your trainers, and all class hours and exercises are
mandatory.
Our course contents and certifications meet and
exceed the core competencies skillsets set by the
ICF (International Coaching Federation) and offer
the methodology of NLP: the tool used by famous
celebrity coaches, known motivational speakers, and
psychologists who wish to expand their toolbox.
NLP is considered the most effective coaching
methodology in the world at this point in time.

Amsterdam

Bali

Los Angeles

LOCATIONS:
AMSTERDAM, BALI,
LOS ANGELES, MIAMI
Most locations have trainings available once or
more per year. We promote trainings in comfortable
and relaxing settings to facilitate learning, and we
provide these life-changing experiences at beaches,
rice fields, UNESCO heritage sites, and inside luxury
villas, art galleries, and beach condos.

Miami
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INTERNATIONAL
CERTIFICATION
& LEGITIMACY

All certifications are internationally valid, and held up to the highest of standards because they do not only
carry the legitimacy of the Society of NLP (signed by one of the original co-creators), they also carry the
Global NLP Training name. This is of even higher value, as we have an impeccable international track record
for quality and our graduates are considered to be among some of the best-trained NLP practitioners in the
world. This is assessed when they take their trainers training for the Society of NLP itself.
Our coaching certifications are offered by INEMLA and Global NLP Training.

SOCIETY OF NLP

INEMLA

The Society of NLP is the only legitimate
licensing body in the world endorsed by one of
the co- creators of NLP.

Membership in INEMLA is only available to
institutions with documented satisfied customers
and many years of experience.

By training with Global NLP Training, you have
the option to become a licensed NLP Practitioner
or NLP Master Practitioner and become a
member of this organization.

Our trainers have over 15 years of NLP coaching
experience, and over 10 years of teaching at
Master Practitioner level. This is extremely rare in
the coaching and NLP training profession where
most trainers have minimal NLP teaching and/or
coaching experience.

You will also receive a certificate signed by the
co- creator of NLP and will be allowed to carry
the seals on your marketing materials.
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Our training has been attended and audited
by independent peers in our field, and we have
demonstrated that our company operates from a
place of integrity.

CRKBO

EQI2 & MBTI

We obtained admittance into the Central Register
for Short Vocational Education by the European
Union government bodies. This is extremely hard
to achieve for an NLP and coach training company
in Europe. Our company, program, trainers, and our
marketing (inclusive of this brochure) have been
audited extensively for quality and accuracy by
an independent body every 5 years. An extensive
in-person audit has been done which we passed
twice up to the highest standards in the first round.

EQi2
We are certified to use the EQ-2.0 and EQ360
assessment instruments. The EQ-i 2.0® is widely
acknowledged as today’s leading Emotional
Intelligence assessment instrument.

As we are an official vocational training school,
we are exempt from taxes. This is a 21% reduction
of the training fee compared to other schools, the
benefits of which we give to our students.

MBTI®
We are fully MBTI® qualified and certified to
administer both MBTI Step I™ and Step II™
assessments.
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GLOBAL NLP
POST-COURSE
SUPPORT

We care deeply about your success.
We offer these amazing post-course products, many
of which are free, others for a minimal charge.

RE-TAKE
YOUR TRAINING

ANY
WHERE
IN THE WORLD
FOR

$300
OR

€300
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POST-COURSE QUESTIONS
ANSWERED VIA
SMARTPHONE APP
Our trainers will answer any course content
related questions, through our dedicated Android
& iPhone app for former students, and online
sources by creating videos, audios and writing
an article for you to use, and other students as
resources.
INCLUDED FREE OF CHARGE
WITH YOUR TRAINING

INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS
& RESOURCES
On a weekly basis our trainers create articles,
audios, and instructional videos.
INCLUDED FREE OF CHARGE
WITH YOUR TRAINING

GLOBAL NLP PREMIUM
Global NLP Premium is our post-course flagship
as it contains videos of a full NLP Practitioner,
professionally created coaching forms, legal
contracts, mini- workshop designs for you to
hold your own class, instructional videos and
resources. It is simply all you need to start a
professional coaching company!
COST: $300 (in class this product
is is available at a discount of 30%,
discounts up to 70% apply if multiple
licenses are bought in collaboration
with other students.)

POST-NLP MASTER
PRACTITIONER &
ADVANCED COURSES
Once every two years we hold our Post-NLP
Master Practitioner course. This is the next level
up focusing on a more advanced toolset. We also
offer special advanced classes that are more
topically oriented, focusing on specific skills,
contexts, and niches.
FAVORABLE RATES FOR
FORMER STUDENTS

GLOBAL NLP
POST-COURSE STORE
In our online store we offer many post-course support
tools only available to our students or at a reduced rate:
1. The Language of NLP Practitioner & Master Practitioner (to improve
your language patterns applying all the tools and techniques.)
2. Specialized video, audio products and other resources.
3. Coaching & Supervision.
4. Facebook Messenger and Whatsapp Supervision support.
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STAY IN TOUCH
We are available on WhatsApp:
+1 202.999.5083

For information call:
INTL: +1 (877) 241.6375

Our Global NLP iPhone & Android app
is available on our website and is free
of any charges.

info@globalnlptraining.com
www.globalnlptraining.com

